A permutation test (based on a finite random sample of permutations) for unit root in an autoregressive process is considered. The test can easily be carried out in practice and the proposed permutation test is neither limited to large sample sizes nor normal white noises. Simulations show that the power of the permutation test is reasonable when sample sizes are small or when the white noises have a heavy tailed distribution. The test is shown to be consistent.
Introduction
are often referred to as tests for unit root. The hypothesis that is of interest in applications because it corresponds to the hypothesis that it is appropriate to transform the times series by difference. In [1] and [2] , the authors derived the limit distribution of the statistic with under the unit root assumption . However, [1] and [2] are limited to large sample sizes or normal white noises. When sample sizes are small and white noises are from distributions with heavy tails, to test for the presence of unit root, we can use the permutation test proposed in the paper. H is that whatever determinants of velocity and their individual stochastic structure may be, their combined effect is such that successive changes in velocity are essentially independent. This would imply that of the past history available at any given date only the current observation is relevant for prediction. Testing for unit root is equivalent to testing for serial independence in sequence 1 n , , X X  . For some literature on tests for serial dependence, see [3] and [4] 
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Conclude that the test is statistically significant if the computed -value is less than or equal to p
This test is limited by prohibitive calculation and hard to carry out if is a large number. Instead of using all permutations to compute the , we obtain a random sample of permutations and then carry out the test as follows: 
Conclude that the test is statistically significant if the computed -value is less than or equal to p  .
The approximate -value is now equal to the fraction of 's that are less than or equal to obs . The theory of the binomial distribution tells us that the approximate value has about a 95% chance of being within
of the true -value. We will denote the permutation test based on a random sample of permutations by
Remark. Consider the lag one autocorrelation
Using is "almost" equivalent to using 1 to perform our test. We leave it to the reader to verify this.
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Consistency of hypothesis tests is a desirable property. In this section, we will show that the permutation test based on random sampling permutations is consistent, that is, the probability of correctly rejecting the null hypothesis 
By (3), it is sufficient to show that
. Following the proof of (2), we have a a n j n a a a a a a n j n a a n j n a
as . This completes the proof. n    On the left of Figures 1 and 2 , it shows the long run behavior of n T n based on 10,000 simulations from AR(1) model with white noise from normal (0,1) and uniform (−1,1) respectively.
Lemma 3.3 Under
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For
, by stationarity and Lemma 3.1,
From (4) and (5),
The proof follows from (6) . 
Simulation Study
Consider the model
where the t has contaminated normal distribution. Note the contaminated normal observations were generated in the following way: 70% of the time an observation is generated from a standard normal distribution while 30% of the time it is generated from a normal distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation 25. One thousand samples of size , 25, 50, 100, 250, 500 were generated for , 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1. Permutation tests based on all permutations when samples are small or randomly selected 1000 permutations for unit root were applied to each sample at the significance level 0.05. The power of the test is tabulated in Table 1 based on 1000 simulated tests for , 25, 50, 100, 250, 500 and , 0.4, 0.6, 0.8. From the table, it is easy to see that the power gets closer to 1 when the sample size increases and this demonstrates the consistency of the proposed permutation test.
An Example
Reference [5] studied the stochastic structure of velocity in order to determine whether there is a statistical basis for extrapolative prediction. Noting that the velocity of money is defined as the ratio of national income to the stock of money. In the paper they conclude that the logs of the velocity series constructed in [6] are well characterized as a simple random walk. As preliminary analysis, we look at the time series plot of t , the centered logs of velocity. The pattern in the time series plot is typical of a nonstationary series of the sort which displays no affinity for a mean value. We also note that the autocorrelations of centered logs of velocity series are very large and decline slowly with increasing lag (Figure 3) . Now let us look at the time series plot of t Y X , the first differences of centered logs of velocity, and autocorrelations of t X (Figure 4) . Judging from the time series plot and autocorrelations of time series t X , there seems no significant dependence in the time series t X . Moving on to the formal analysis, we can see that it is reasonable to fit model 
